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with altium designer, designers can design, assemble, and generate a wide range of physical or mechanical assets for their
pcbs from the same interface. designers can also collaborate with multiple designers on projects and quickly share design
data, so they can all work together in a single workspace. for the first time in the industry, altium designer provides robust
multi-platform build, development and generation tools to help designers generate their designs and get them to market

faster. altium designer is the first workflow that can generate a whole range of physical and mechanical products from the
same set of design data. when combined with altium designer’s powerful collaboration features, altium designer provides a

workflow that delivers unprecedented efficiency and value for the electronics industry. the flexibility and power of altium
designer are demonstrated in a typical pcb design process. the pcb designer creates the electronic component layout in pcb

designer. he then imports that information into altium designer’s schematic editor, where he can create the schematic
symbols and place the components on the board. he then uses pcb designer’s layout editor to create the layout of the printed
circuit board. once the pcb designer is done, he can export the board design to a range of formats, including gerber, gerber

lite, and the new altium rdl format. the board designer can also export a range of files for his pcb assembly team to use,
including an altium designer.*abx file, altium designer.*dff file, and altium designer.*edf file. altium designer can be used from
multiple operating systems to create electronic designs. it can be installed and run on windows, macos, and linux. designs can
be created on windows and macos using altium designer’s multi-platform design environment. on windows, design data can
be opened in altium designer and edited using its integrated components. on macos, design data can be opened in altium

designer and edited using its native application. on linux, design data can be opened in altium designer and edited using the
open-source geda open source design environment.
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for engineers working on a wide range of pcbs, altium designer 12 lets you work with a single tool to
design from a schematic, to a pcb layout to a functional pcb. altium designer's unified design

environment presents a single, unified design experience that brings all the information engineers
need to a common place, such as a library, model, or environment. this single, unified view of a
board's design process can help engineers accomplish their tasks faster and reduce errors, and

make it easier to synchronize changes across multiple boards. altium designer is the world's best
circuit design software. it offers a powerful and easy-to-use toolset for creating and editing high-
quality boards with a full range of tools for creating boards, and performing simulations. altium

designer's unified design environment presents a single, unified design experience that brings all the
information engineers need to a common place, such as a library, model, or environment. this single,
unified view of a board's design process can help engineers accomplish their tasks faster and reduce

errors, and make it easier to synchronize changes across multiple boards. altium designer is an
intuitive and powerful suite of pcb design software that offers the most comprehensive workflow in

the industry. the suite of altium designer pcb and pcb assembly features provides all the critical
functions and functions needed to complete the board design process from concept through

production. with powerful collaboration features, users can easily share and update design data
between teams, without the need for multiple users to have access to the same data. 5ec8ef588b
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